Level of Cytokines at Teenagers against the Background of Lambliasis Invasia
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Abstract
The cytokines’ levels of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory activity, levels of lactoferrin, of the circulating immune complexes and the level of antibodies to antigens of the native deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) are investigated. The purpose of investigation was to study the pathogenic features of clinical course of chronic lambliasis invasia at teenagers. The statistically significant hypercitokinemia owing to the pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines with the highest concentration of IL-1β, IL-4, the high level of lactoferrin-protein of acute phase, the occurrence of markers of cellular damage, the high level of immune complexes and the stimulation of humoral link of immune system, the high level of antibodies to the antigen of native DNA, are registered. The obtained data may be used as additional diagnostic criteria of lambliasis invasia at teenagers.
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1. Introduction
The long-period persistence of lamblia in a human body shows an adverse effect on immune system and promotes development allergic and autoimmune reactions [1]-[6]. The feature of the immune response at gelminth-protozoal invasions is the weak specificity of immune response caused by heterogeneity of parasitic antigens [2] [4]. “The molecular mimicry” is widespread among parasites when the molecular structure of the fibers of parasite reproduces the structure of number of immune-regulatory fibers of the owner [3] [5]. Some individuals use the cytokines of the owner as the growth factors [7] [8]. All these “strategies” of counteraction to immune sys-
tem of a person allow parasites to survive in the organism of owner [9].

Object of Research: to estimate the level of cytokines at teenagers suffering from lambliasis.

2. Materials and Methods

According to the object of research the teenagers, their parents and teachers have consented to participate in the inspection which corresponded to the ethical standards developed in compliance with the declaration of Helsinki. Inspected were altogether 408 children—teenagers in age from 15 till 18 years old (232 girls and 176 boys) in Novosibirsk. As a result of inspection were allocated two groups of teenagers: the 1st group—almost healthy, without lambliasis (200 children), the 2nd group—teenagers with confirmed diagnosis—lambliasis (208 children). All groups were comparable on sex and age.

The criterion of research for both groups was age of teenagers, for the 1st group—the absence of lambliasis, for the 2nd group—teenagers with lambliasis. The diagnosis “lambliasis” has been verified on the basis of the data of scarological researches by duodenal sounding (17 percent), serological blood tests by the method of immune enzymatic analysis.

Criteria of exception of inspection: signs of acute inflammatory process.

Definition of concentration of IL-1β, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 was executed using the commercial test-systems (Society of Limited Responsibility “Citokine”, St. Petersburg) in compliance with the direction of Producer of Lactoferrin—by means of commercial test-systems of the Producer “Vector-Best”. The level of circulating immune complexes in the blood serum was determined by the method of liquid precipitation 4% PEG (polyethylene glycol)-6000.

The statistical processing of material was carried out using the complex of statistical programs Statistica 6.0 (“Statsoft”, USA).

3. Results of Research

For studying of features of current lambliasis invasia at teenagers of the 2nd group were analyzed: the data of anamnesis, complaints of patients, presence of factors of hereditary predisposition, the clinical pattern of disease.

The chronic current of lambliasis was observed at teenagers of the 2nd group (93 percent) and was shown in the form of intestinal, hepatobiliary, astenoneurotic, toxic-allergic, anaemic, rheumatoid and the mixed forms. At a part of teenagers the lambliasis was declared without evident clinical manifestations (7%).

The immune response of an organism on lambliasis invasia may be various both quantitatively and qualitative, depending on the type of lamblia. The incomplete immune answer to lamblias may develop. In the condition of the immune insufficiency the unchecked reproduction of lamblias may be developed [1] [9].

The comparison of citokine profile at the surveyed teenagers of both groups is spent. The obtained data are presented in the Table 1.

The researches have shown: at lambliasis the spontaneous reproduction of citokines is increased. The researchers have registered the statistically significant hypercitokinemia at the expense of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory citokines, with the maximum concentration of IL-1β and IL-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>1st group (without lambliasis)</th>
<th>2nd group (with lambliasis)</th>
<th>P (validity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL-10, pg/ml</td>
<td>18.5 ± 3.1</td>
<td>38.6 ± 6.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1β, pg/ml</td>
<td>16.2 ± 3.0</td>
<td>57.9 ± 6.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6, pg/ml</td>
<td>16.1 ± 4.2</td>
<td>47.2 ± 4.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-8, pg/ml</td>
<td>22.1 ± 3.3</td>
<td>42.9 ± 3.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-4, pg/ml</td>
<td>18.2 ± 3.4</td>
<td>82.2 ± 8.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEC (in standard units)</td>
<td>50.8 ± 5.9</td>
<td>118.6 ± 13.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactoferrin, ng/ml</td>
<td>546.0 ± 43.0</td>
<td>1178.2 ± 106.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB to AG and DNA</td>
<td>30.9 ± 2.9</td>
<td>87.2 ± 9.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is coordinated with the following data: the IL-1β may be activated by variety of biologically active substances, with initiation of the protective reactions’ complex (the response of acute-phase), nevertheless, the main and the most powerful activator of this process are components of cellular walls of parasites. Besides, the parasites and their derivatives can directly or non-directly influence on the citokines’ cascade, repeatedly increasing reproduction of ambivalent cytokines [7] [8].

Individually the content of the regulator of the immune inflammation (IL-8) in the blood serum at teenagers of the 2nd group has been raised in 1.9 - 4 times.

Indicative was the monitoring of one of early mediators of “before-immune” inflammations-hemoattractant, which induces the expression of adhesion molecules, IL-8.

Individually the reproduction of IL-8 authentically increased at patients with lambliasis in comparison with the norm in 1.5 - 2 times, the synthesis of IL-4 which suppresses the production of hemokine is also increased in 3 - 6 times. The IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8/β are collected in blood at inflammatory process against the background of lambliasis invasia and adequately reflected the severity of its course.

Thus, pathological activation of phagocytes and other immunocytes, which is revealed, in particular, in the high production of acute-phase cytokines IL-1β, IL-8 is directed on the maintenance of damaging, rather than of repairing mechanisms of the immune response.

The levels of the opposite cytokines IL-1β and IL-10, also as the levels of IL-8 and IL-4 demonstrated the equal dynamics. The IL-1β as the strongest inhibitor of IL-10 was reproduced only in the presence of IL-1β.

Fluctuations of indicators of citokines’ synthesis at a part of teenagers, apparently, are caused by various severity of infectious process and by presence of combined pathology, and, hence, by different degree of suppression of the immune response.

4. Conclusion

The presence of lambliasis invasia was accompanied by constant antigen stimulation with the subsequent development of immune reaction and increase of inflammatory destructive processes in an organism, by increase of synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines, albumines of acute phase, by occurrence of markers of cellular damage and stimulation of humoral link of immune system.
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